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Abstract—The main problem of this study was to determine the effect of using Mathematical Software in students’ achievement in Algebra of the Engineering and Information Technology students of the Palompon Institute of Technology during the S.Y. 2013-2014. This study used the counterbalanced experimental research design, an experimental design in which all the research subjects receive all strategies or treatment conditions. Based on the analysis and interpretation of the data gathered, it was found out that the overall performance of the mathematical software group was the same as the traditional method group during the pretest. Also, the pretest showed that the performance of the students in Linear Equations topic was higher than that of Quadratic Equations topic, thus, the Quadratic Equations topics were more difficult than the Linear Equations topics. Posttest results showed that the mathematical software group performed better than the traditional method group in Linear Equations, while the traditional method group performed better than the mathematics software group in Quadratic Equations. We can therefore say that the mathematical software was more effective in Linear Equations and the traditional method was more effective in Quadratic Equations. After the strategies were applied, the levels of achievement of the subjects in Linear Equations and in Quadratic Equations topics were the same. Thus, we can say that both strategies were effective as far as the topics are concerned. Also, as far as the strategies were concerned, it was shown that both mathematics software instruction and the traditional method of instruction were equally effective in increasing the performance of the students. Thus, Mathematical software instruction was as effective as the traditional method. Implication to this study is the use of Mathematical software to enhance the effectiveness of the traditional method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The uses of computer technology nowadays have become surprisingly important in teaching and learning mathematics in the tertiary level [1]. A common help in a classroom situation of mathematical software is that it will increase the student achievement by acquiring knowledge and skills that will enable them to “figure out” math related problems, and interest that will relate real situations at home and in future work situations [9]. Mathematical software features are especially suited to learning and teaching technical subjects in universities, colleges, vocational education and even in high schools.
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One of the tools of Computer-Based Education (CBE) that can enhance learning in mathematics is by utilizing mathematical software. Mathematical software is also a central tool in mathematical application and research. The study of Senoc (2007) showing poor performance of Filipino students in mathematics in the national achievement tests for both public elementary and secondary school children is evident of the slow advancement of Philippine technology compared to other countries [11]. Moreover, policies regarding Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in mathematics education is already implemented by the Commission of Higher Education (CHEd) in the Philippines, but not all Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s) in the Philippines integrate ICT to Mathematics [7]. The researcher chose to study the effects of common and familiar software – MathCAD [6]. Thus, he wanted to know if this software would be the more effective to use in teaching Algebra than the traditional method. The researcher will be comparing the effects of a mathematical software package mentioned earlier and the traditional chalk-talk method. Hence, this study.

II. THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The teacher roles in students’ achievement are to provide meaningful learning experience and to develop new tools and teaching methods to determine students’ needs in order to guide their learning [12]. This role gives the researcher collected information of theories that can support the study. Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is the main theory in which this study is anchored. It is a pedagogical approach wherein learning takes place via social interaction using a computer or through the Internet [2]. This kind of learning is characterized by the sharing and construction of knowledge among participants using technology as their primary means of communication or as a common resource. CSCL can be implemented in classroom or online learning environments and can take place synchronously or asynchronously. The researcher believes that when computer software are used in teaching mathematics, it provides opportunity for hands-on activities, supports collaborative learning and provides active or constructive learning experiences to the students. Much more, peer interaction is also expected. Corollary to the CSCL is the sensory stimulation theory which premised that effective learning occurs when the senses are stimulated [5]. Laird added that by stimulating the senses, especially the visual sense, learning can be enhanced. Computer software provides this because the students’ visual senses will be more focused on the computer and thus the lesson. One of the best teaching approaches to improve students’ achievement in algebra is by using the computer.
multimedia technology in mathematics with the use of mathematical software. The use of multimedia technology in the classroom has been shown to be an extremely effective tool in addressing the learning needs of children [8]. Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of mathematical software for instruction and the traditional method, on students’ achievement in Algebra of Engineering and Information Technology students at Palompon Institute of Technology. The study was to gain better understanding on how important the use of mathematical software in modern mathematics is to provide the best information for any attempt at curriculum reform or improvements. To facilitate mathematics and mathematical thinking, the objectives were to: (a) describe the appropriate selection and use of mathematical software in algebra; (b) describe specific purpose and events for which computer technology is used for mathematical pursuits; (c) increase the knowledge base and awareness of the mathematics education community to facilitate optimizing the use of technology; and (d) describe students’ achievement, attitude and beliefs about the use of technology. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the study. There are two independent variables. These are the strategies and the topics. Two strategies - Mathematical Software and the traditional method were compared against the dependent variable – Students’ achievement in Algebra. Similarly, the two topics - Linear Equations and Quadratic Equations are compared against the students’ achievement. In the schema throughput, the strategies and topics are measured using the achievement score of the students. Then the achievement score is interpreted and analyzed to generate an improved mathematics instruction in the schema output.

5. Is there a significant difference between the over-all achievements in Algebra of the students who underwent Mathematical Software and Traditional Method?

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design

This study used the counterbalanced experimental research design (Figure 2), an experimental design in which all the research subjects received all strategies or treatment conditions. Counterbalancing is the control technique that can be used to control for order effects and carry-over effects. It is carried out by administering each treatment condition to all groups of participants, but it is done in different order for different groups of people [4].

![Fig. 2. Counterbalanced Experimental Design](image)

Counterbalancing is illustrated by Figure 2 above (based on the illustrations of David M. Lane and Graphpad [3]-[4]). x represents the first treatment condition while y represents the second treatment condition. These two treatment conditions were administered to both groups in different order indicated by Time 1 and Time 2. O₁ and O₂ represent the dependent variables measured before the treatment or the pretest, while O₃ and O₄ represent the dependent variables tested after each treatment or the posttest.

B. Research Subjects

The population for the study consisted of Algebra students from two (2) groups - the Engineering and Information Technology. The Engineering group was composed of twenty-four (24) students while the Information Technology group was also composed of twenty-four (24) students in a section. By the use of counterbalanced experimental research design, each group of respondents was exposed to the two conditions - the mathematical software-assisted instruction and the traditional method of teaching. In gathering the data, the class instruction was conducted during regular class schedules of both sections. Random selection of the order of the treatment was done to identify which group was first exposed to the mathematical software and which one was exposed to the traditional method. Each group used each of the methods randomly from (2) two topics of algebra which were the Linear Equations and Quadratic Equations. Time 1 considered the first topic – Linear Equations and Time 2 considered Quadratic Equations.

C. Research Instruments

Two (2) instructor-made questionnaires were developed and served as the main instruments for evaluating students’ achievement. The questionnaires went through standard validation procedures to make it effective as a tool for the study [10]. The instructor-made algebra questionnaire covered the two (2) Algebra topics considered - Linear Equations and Quadratic Equations. These topics were based from the
approved course syllabus of Algebra for Engineering and Information Technology students. A table of specification was formulated and referred to experts for their scrutiny. There were 35 test items prepared by the researcher. The validation of the questionnaire was conducted to the second year Bachelor of Science in Marine Engineering students who had finished Algebra during the First Year, First Semester, SY 2013-2014. Reliability of the items was computed by using split-half method. The final form of the test contained 30 valid items based on the validation that was done. The final form was then administered to the subjects before the start of each treatment as pretest and after as posttest. The pretest was the same as the post test; they only differed in the sequence of the items.

D. Data Gathering Procedure

After the approval of the request for permission to conduct the study and validation of the instructor-made questionnaire, the researcher randomly selected which group was assigned to the mathematical software instruction and which one was assigned to the traditional method of instruction. Random selection, using the fish bowl technique, came up with the Engineering students as the first group to use the Mathematics Software Instruction and the Information Technology Students to use Traditional Method. The researcher then administered the pretest using the validated instructor-made questionnaire of the first topic – Linear Equations to the two groups of research subjects. After the pretest of the first topic was conducted, the topics were then taught using Mathematics Software Instruction to the Engineering Students while the Traditional Method to the Information Technology students. After the first topic on Linear Equations had been covered, the posttest was then administered. After the conduct of the posttest of the first topic, the pretest for the second topic – Quadratic Equations was then administered to both groups of subjects, after which, instruction on the second topic was carried out. This time, switching of the groups was done. That is, the group of engineering students which had Mathematics Software Instruction now utilized the traditional method and the group of Information Technology Students that utilized the traditional method now utilized Mathematics Software Instruction. Again, after the topic had been discussed, posttest for the topic on Quadratic Equations was conducted to both groups. After the conduct of the posttest in the Quadratic Equations topic to each group, the data were stored in a spreadsheet database file in the researcher’s personal computer and were utilized in the computations and statistical analysis.

E. Statistical Tools

All data collected from this research were presented in spreadsheet tables designed by the researcher using Microsoft Excel. This database file storing the students’ responses was exported to statistical software for query information. In particular, data exported to Microsoft Excel for weighted averaging, comparing the standard deviation and variances, normality tests of the scores and computation of two-way factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). In the analysis using two-way factor ANOVA, the following conditions must be complied with. These conditions are as follows: the samples must be equal, the variance must be approximately equal in each variable, the variable must be independent, and the variable must be normal. Cross-tabulated queries used to examine differences between response variables and two-way factor analyses of variance were performed to determine independence.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>Achievement (Mean Gain)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematica 1 Software</td>
<td>Linear Equation</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadratic Equation</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>15.52</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Method</td>
<td>Linear Equation</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quadratic Equation</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>16.37</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, the mean scores in the pretest and posttest in the topic Linear Equation of the group exposed to mathematical software were 14.67 and 20.50 respectively. This means that there was an increase in the academic ability of the students in the topic after using mathematical software in teaching because the mean gain score was 5.83. Similarly, in the topic Quadratic Equations, the mean scores in the pretest and posttest of the group exposed to mathematical software were 8.58 and 10.54 respectively. This means that there was an increase in the students’ academic ability though not as high compared to their mean gain in Linear Equations because the mean gain was only 1.96 compared to the mean gain of 5.83 in Linear Equations. Considering the overall achievement in both topics – Linear and Quadratic Equations of the subjects belonging to the group who were exposed to mathematical software, improvement is also seen because the overall mean gain was 3.90.

Table 1 also shows that the mean scores in the pretest and posttest in linear equation of the group utilizing the traditional method was 11.21 and 13.42 respectively. This means that there was an increase in academic ability of the students in the topic after using traditional method of teaching because the mean gain score was 2.21. Also the same in the topic-Quadratic Equations, the mean scores in the pretest and posttest of the students exposed to traditional method were 13.25 and 19.33 respectively. This again means that there was an increase in academic ability because the mean gain was 6.08. Further, the overall academic ability of the group exposed to traditional method improved because the overall mean gain was 4.15.

Also, Table 1 shows the achievement mean scores in Linear and Quadratic Equations topics of the group exposed to Mathematical Software Instruction. These were 5.83 and 1.96 respectively. This means that the academic ability of the students was better in Linear Equations compared to Quadratic Equations. For the group using the traditional method, the result was opposite. The achievement mean score in Linear and Quadratic equations of the group exposed to traditional method were 2.21 and 6.08 respectively. This means that there was a higher increase in academic ability of the students in Quadratic Equations compared to increase in their academic ability in Linear Equations. The results, thus show, that academic ability of the students in Linear Equations was improved more when
using mathematical software and that the academic ability of the students in Quadratic Equations was increased more when using the traditional method. Also based in the overall achievement, both methods have increased the academic ability of the students in both topics; the mathematical software group having a mean gain of 3.90 and the traditional method group having a mean gain score of 4.15. This means that both methods were effective in improving the academic ability of both groups in the two topics considered in the study.

**Table 2. Pretest Mean Score**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Linear Equation</th>
<th>Quadratic Equation</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Software</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Method</td>
<td>11.21</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the pretest mean scores of the mathematical software and traditional methods in linear equation and quadratic equation topics. The table 2 shows that the mathematical software group performed better in linear equations while the traditional group performed better in quadratic equations.

**Table 3. Two-Way ANOVA Result of the Pretest Score between Treatments, Topics and in Between Treatments and Topics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Between</th>
<th>Probability F-Value</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatments (MathCad and Traditional)</td>
<td>.531</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics (Linear and Quadratic Equation)</td>
<td>.038*</td>
<td>Significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatments * Topics</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>Significant difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * -significant difference below 0.05 level.

To determine whether there was a significant difference in the performance of the two groups of students in College Algebra in the pretest, the researcher used the two-way analysis of variance, the results of which are shown in Table 3. Before the analysis of variance was administered, the researcher saw to it that the requirements in testing the analysis of variance were suitable in the problem. The requirements are as follows: the samples must be equal, the variance must be approximately equal in each variable, the variable must be independent, and the variable must be normal. Using the following requirements the number of sample in each group was equal, the variance in each variable was approximately the same, the variable in each group was independent, and the test of normality shows that all the scores are normal because the skewness lies within the range -3 to 3.

Table 2 has shown that the mathematical software group had an overall pretest mean score of 11.63 while the traditional method group had an overall pretest mean score of 12.23. Also, Table 3 shows that the probability F value of the pretest between treatments was 0.531. This is greater than the significant value at $\alpha = 0.05$. This means that there is no significant difference between the pretest scores of the students exposed to the mathematical software and traditional method of instruction. This outcome led the researcher to conclude that during the pretest, the mathematical software group performed as well as the traditional method group. From Table 2, the overall pretest mean score shows that the subjects’ performance in Linear Equation topic (12.94) was greater than that in the Quadratic Equation topic (10.92) before the treatment was applied in each topic. Table 3 also shows that the probability F value of the pretest between topics was 0.038. This is lower than the significant value at $\alpha = 0.05$. This means that there is significant difference in the pretest score between topics. Thus, this outcome led the researcher to conclude that the performance of the students in Linear Equations topic was higher than that in Quadratic Equations topic. Further, this implies that the Quadratic Equations topics were more difficult than the Linear Equation topics. Based on Table 2, the pretest mean scores in each topic show that the academic abilities of each group before the treatment were varied. In Linear Equations, the mathematical software group performed better (14.7) than the traditional method group (11.21). On the other hand, in Quadratic Equations, the traditional group performed better (13.25) than the mathematical software group (8.58). Table 3 also shows that the source in between treatments and topics, the probability F value was 0.000 or almost zero. This is lower than the significant value at $\alpha = 0.05$. This means that there is significant difference in between treatments and topics in the pretest scores. Thus, this outcome led the researcher to conclude that during the pretest, the mathematical software group performed better than the traditional method group in Linear Equations. And, the traditional method group performed better than the mathematical software group in Quadratic Equations.

Table 4 shows that the overall mean gain in Linear Equations was 4.02 which is equal to the mean gain in Quadratic Equations. This gain is due to the treatments.

**Table 4. Achievement Mean Score**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Linear Equation</th>
<th>Quadratic Equation</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Software</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Method</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 also shows that the probability F value of the mean gain score of the topics was 1.0. This is greater than the significant value at $\alpha = 0.05$, which means that there is no significant difference between the mean gain scores of the students in the two topics considered. This outcome led the researcher to conclude after the treatment was applied the level of achievement of the subjects in Linear Equations and in Quadratic Equations topics were the same. Thus, we can say that both treatments were effective as far as the topics are concerned.

**Table 5. Two-Way ANOVA Result of the Mean Gain Score between Treatments, Topics and in Between Treatments and Topics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Between</th>
<th>Probability F-Value</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatments (MathCad and Traditional)</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics (Linear and Quadratic Equation)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatments * Topics</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>Significant difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * -significant difference below 0.05 level.
From Table 4, it was also shown that the mean gain of the mathematical software group was 3.90 while that of the traditional method group was 4.15. Based on this result, we can deduce that the treatments were effective because of the positive mean gain score and this is due to the respective treatments applied on each group. Table 5 above also shows that the probability F value of the mean gain score of the treatments was 0.795. This is greater than the significant value at \( \alpha = 0.05 \). This means that there is no significant difference in the mean gain score of both groups. Thus, this outcome led the researcher to conclude that after using the treatments, the mathematical software instruction was as effective as the traditional method of teaching. Table 5 also shows that the source in between treatments and topics the probability F value was 0.000 or almost zero. This is the same as the result shown in Table 3 which again is lower than the significant value at \( \alpha = 0.05 \). This shows that there is significant difference in between treatments and topics in the mean gain score. Thus, this outcome led the researcher to conclude that the treatments were not equally effective with respect to the topics involved. The students that underwent mathematical software gained more in Linear Equations while the traditional method group gained more in Quadratic Equations. Thus, the researcher concludes that the mathematical software is more effective in Linear Equations and Traditional Method is more effective in Quadratic Equations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The researcher made the following conclusions based on the findings of the study:
1. At the start of the study, the pretest showed that the overall performance of both the mathematical software group and the traditional method group were the same – thus they had the same ability prior to the study.
2. The pretest showed that the performance of the students in Linear Equations topic was higher than that in Quadratic Equations topic, thus, the Quadratic Equations topics were more difficult than the Linear Equation topics.
3. The mathematical software group performed better than the traditional method group in Linear Equations and the traditional method group performed better than the mathematical software group in Quadratic Equations. We can therefore say that the mathematical software was more effective in Linear Equations and the traditional method was more effective in Quadratic Equations.
4. After the strategies were applied, the overall levels of achievement were the same for both Linear and Quadratic Equation topics. Thus, we can say that both strategies were as effective as far as the topics were concerned.
5. As far as the strategies were concerned, it was shown that the achievement levels of both mathematical software instruction and the traditional method of instruction were significantly the same. Thus, Mathematical software instruction was as effective as the traditional method.
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